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In the first part [1] of this study a general theoretical method wa;
suggested for the cxamination of the turbogenerators in asynchronous opera
tion. The prp8ent spcond part has the aim to show, how thc general method 
('an be appli('d in the mo:-t :-imple cases: when the real admittance diagrams 
are approximated with 8traight lines. (To emphasize the close connection 
with the fir8t part of the study and for the sake of simpli('ity, the number:" 
of formulas and chapters are continued). 

4. Primitive linear approximation 

If each of the admittance diagrams fj d and fjq are approximated by a 
straight line parallel ·with the (negative) real axis and starting from the 
(negative) imaginary axis, (i. e. the point belonging to S = 0 coincides with 
tllt' imaginary axis), introduction of thc following notation~ seems to he 
practicahle (Fig. 4-1): 

fjq gr,(s) - jbq(s) = S ka - jbo' 

.i!cl g<t(s) jbAs) = s kd - jb,!. 
(4-1) 

where each value kq, kd' bq, bd figuring at thc right side now mean~ a constant, 
independent of the slip. 

The real and imaginary component of the resultant admittance. on the 
hasis of Eqs. (3-1)* and (3-10), considering Eq. (4-1) IS: 

where 

g = s ks + S kD cos 26 - bD sin 26, 

b = bs - liD cos 26 - s kD sin 26, 

(4-2) 

(4-3) 

(4-4) 

" The formulas (and clauses) whose number begins with 1-, 2-, or 3- may be founel in 
the first part [l}. 

1 Periodic:.>. Polytechnica El. 1,"< 3. 
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By the way, with the approximations applied in clause 2.3 for the admittances 
- comparing the form relatiH to small slips of relations (2-33) and the 
expressions (4-1) - the relations between the constant5 bq, bd, kq, ka and the 
well-kno'wn machine constants are as follows: 

1 \ TO, I 1 1 I T' 
I 0 'I (I 

- (!) d - - - --, (!) d· 

Xd Xa Xj 

Fig. 4-1 

If the approximation of the solid iron by one direct-axis and one quadrature
axis damping coil is not accepted, then the real admittance diagrams, deter
mined by measurements or other analytical methods, has to be approximated 
by the respectiYe primitiYe straight lines, 'with suitable choice of the constants 
kq, kd, bq, bd at the same time. 

Before getting to the most simple application of the general method 
outlined in chapter 3, it must again be emphasized, that Eq. (4-2) is nothing 
else, but the differential equation presented in the Introduction [1], neglect
ing, however, the term of second order in the latter (not speaking from the 
fourth member, of course). The solutions obtained with the method 
suggested, permit us to get a better physical picture of the asynchronous 
operation. Just in order to demonstrate the effectiyeness of this method, the 
stndy deals with the differential equation (4-2) in some more details, examin
ing the effect of the different parameters on the solution, i. e. on the course 
of the slip-time, angle-time functions. (A similar general and detailed investi
gation with a numerical, or a series expansion method would be laborious 
and tedious.) 
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Before di8cu8sing the most general case of the primitive approximation 
adopted in the present chapter, three more simple, special cases will be dealt,vith. 

4.1. Congruent, primitire straight lines of approximation 

If the direct- and quadrature-axis admittance diagrams are identical, 
then the ~traight lines of their approximation are also congruent, consequently 

so 
o 

and 

and 

kq = kJ' 

kD = O. 

i. e. the resultant admittance diagram i:;; reduced to a point. 
Eq. (-1.-2) nov,- becomes Ycr:- simple 

It;:: solution IS: 

a 
S = 10.._ = 8

0 
kS 

const. (4-.3) 

l'onsequently the slip does not change. It must be noted, that in asynchronouf' 
generator operation both g < 0 and So < O. On the other hand, taking Eq. 
(3-5) as a basis 

111 other terms 
(4-6) 

or with the initial condition bo = 0: 

6. (4-7) 

Therefore, the angle increase:;; linearly in function of time. The whole period 
T of a complete relative rotor rotation may be calculated from Eq. (4-7) 
with the substit utiOll (j = 2;-r: 

(4-8) 

This clause, (besides introducing some notations and notions) again 
:;;hows that in case of a symmetrical rotor, the slip is constant. Naturally, 
according to (4-3) also the reactiYe current (and the apparent power, too) 

are constant. 

1* 
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4.2. Primitive straight lines of approximation starting from a cummon point 

If the primitiye straight lines of approximation "tart from a common 
point, but their points belonging to the same slip do not coincid::, then 

I. e. there is no reluctance effect. 
Now from Eq. (4-2) 

s(6) = 

Let us introduce bv notation 

0, 

g 

Fip..4-2 

k D 

k s 

~:d __ kq 

ka kq 

(4-9) 

(4-10) 

the notion of the so-called damping factor. The relation;,: between the factor 
% and the ratio ?-:' = kq/kd and %" = kd/kq, respectively are shown in Fig. 
4-2. When 0 < %' < 1, then 0 < % < 1 and when 0 < %" < I, then 

- 1<:-:: < O. 
Considering Eqs. (4-10) and (4-5), now Eq. (4-9) assume" the follo'w

ing form 

s( b) = ------'. ---
1- % co;,: 26 

(4-ll) 
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In the present case the fundamental integral (3-5) is 

0 0 

From this relation the time as a function of the angle may be expressed in a 
closed form: 

or "'ith the initial condition 00 = 0: 

o - ~sin 20. 
2 

(4-12) 

(4-13) 

Substituting the value b = 2;-; into the right side of formula (4-13), 
it may be stated, that the period is given by formula (cl-8) also in this ease. 

By formulae (4-11) and (4.-13), the slip-time function s(t) searched 
for is giYen in a parametric form through angle 8. The angle-time function 
o(t) ,,-anted is giyen, on the other hand, by the inverse of relation (4-13). 
(These two functions were previously calculated for a case [2, 3,4].) 

The case discussed in the present clause is the most simple one among 
the cases leading to the yariable slip and really forms the cardinal point of 
the problem dealt with in this study. 

4 .. 3. Parallel primitive straight lines of approximation starting from 
different points 

This is the other most simple case already resulting in a variable slip. 
There is a reluctance effect, nevertheless, 

I. e. the points belonging to identical slips are at the same distance from the 
imaginary axis. 

::.\'0,\7 from Eq. (4-2): 

s(o) = 
g -'- sin 26 

ks 
(4-14) 
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Let us introduce by the ~Ymbol 

" bD 
{J =-cc --- - -

u 
C 

(4-15) 

the notion of the so-called reluctance factor. It must be noted. that for the 
usual synchronous generator and for asynchronous generator operation 
always (3 O. On the basis of ECX'" (cl-IS) and (-1-5), from Eq. (4-14): 

s(6) = so(l - /1 sin 26). 

The fundamental integral (3-.5) i;; now: 

(I) t =- I' () 

1 
dr). 

(4-16) 

The time in function of anglc may also be expressed from this in a 
closed form. The integral tables [e. g. 5, 6, 7] give the solution in the form 
of two indefinitf' integrals. The first form [5] after substituting the limits: 

ll
r11 (3- (" :7")-1(* - arc t a ! --'--- t a 6 - -=-- I 

'" 1-(3 e 0 4 l 

While the second form [6, 7}: 

(4-18) 

After all, both expressions ('1-17) and (4-18) may be transformed with 
,.ome algebraic arrangements to the form 

J·~·-j]2Jt¥ b-=!g ( 0 ) 

1-;- tgbtgblJ (3(tgb ~ tgbo) 
. (4-19) 

With the initial condition 60 = 0 all three expressions may become more 

simple 

rl' I-So Wo t = arc tg t _ (-1-20) 

* In the mathematical and techniealliterature sometimes tan-1 is used instead of arc tg. 
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finally 
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(--:)-0 . tg 0 - /J 
-11- {r SOC'Jllt = aIctg 1rl--:cc-~~ 

p-
arc tg ~:::.==::=:::--

1 
'--D) 
! 1 - {J~ tg 0 

S W I = arc to· -" .. ------.::::..- . 
o 0 '" 1 _ ptg 6 
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(4-21) 

(4-22) 

By the way, the inverse function may now be as an exception expressed 
.aIr-o in an explicite form, e. g. from (4-22): 

I) arc tg 

Sl.lb~titutillg the yalue b = 2:< 111to tll(' right side of expressions (4-20), 
(4-21). or (4-22). thc following formula may be obtained for the period: 

2:r 
(4-23) 

The yalm' of tht' medium slip i~ consequently 

(4-24) 

Should the yall.le of (3 not lw too large, there is hut a slight difference 

]}etween Srn and so' 

4.4. The general case of the primitire approximation 

In the general case (Fig. 4-1) bq bd and kq =1= kd , consequently bD =1= 0 
and kD O. From relation (4-2) the :;;lip may be expressed as follows: 

s(b)= 

Considering Eq~. (4-5), (4-10) and (4-15): 

1 - sin 26 
s(6) = So "."-.----". 

1 -- % cos 26 

The fundamental integral (3-5) is now: 

6 

1 \' 1 - % cos 26 Wo t = - -- - d 6 . 
So. 1 - {J sin 26 

6, 

(4-25) 

(4-26) 
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The right-side integral may be calculated in a closed form in this case, tOO: 

I 
- So (00 t = :-;=::====: arc tg ----'---'--'-.-=----=---""---

(4-27) 
% I - sin 26 _o_ln __ -.C-___ _ 

2[3 

If the initial condition is bo = 0, then 

6 VI - T32 . . - VI - (32 So (!Jot = arc tg -.,"::-----7----'''--- -;- % ---- 2(3 - In (I - P sm2b). (4.-28) 

So hy Eqs. (4-26) and (4-28), the desired slip-time function is grven 
in a parametric form through angle b. On the other hand, the inyersion of 
(4-28) supplies the wanted angle-time function b(t). 

Comparing formulae (4-13) and (4-28), the influence of the reluctance 
effect ({3) is clearly demonstrated. 

Suhstituting the value b 2:r into the right side of expression (4-28), 
we obtain for the value of the period and the medium slip, again the expressions 
given by (4-23) and (4-24), respectively. 

4.-5. The effect of the parameters % and ;3 on the angle-time function 
and slip-time fUllction 

The relatively simple solution obtained in the former clause permits 
to examine in details the influence of the two parameters ;3 and ;.: competent 
at primitive approximation. 

Let us introduce the notion of the rdatiye ;;lip 

(4-29) 

as well as that of the reduced time 

T== ]1- (4-30) 

"which is measured -- as may he seen - always in radians (it is, properly 
speaking, of angular dimenf'ion and will he called "time" merely for the sake 
of brevity, to distinguish it from angle b). 
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By the aid of Eqs. (4-29) and (,1-30), Eqs. (4-26) and (4-28) 
may be written as follows 

a(o) sin 26 
(4-31) 

1 % cos 26 
and 

t1 ___ tF2 tg 0.-
T(O) = arc tg -

1 - (J tg b 
% .'--.. - .. ~.'-- In (1 - (J sin 20). (4-32) 

In the series of figures 4- 3 to ,1- 6 the course of the slip-angle functions 
a(b) calculated on the basis of formula (4-31) will be illustrated for values 
/3 = 0; 0.2: 0.4; 0.6, 'while % = 0.6; -0.4: -0.2; 0.0; 0.2; 0.4; 0.6. If ~ = 0, 
there i;;: no reluctance effect and the course of the relative slip, in function 
of the angular displacement 0 is symmetrical. If % > 0 the maximum slip 
occurs at b = 180°', in case of % < 0, howeyer, at 0 = 90°. Parameter ~ in
creasing, the slip eurye always becomes more asymmetric. 

For the value;:: b =c:c 45 , 135°, 225°, ptc., the curycs relative to % > 0 
are in a mirror symmetry with thc euryes referring to % < O. A8 the displace
ment of the rotor takes place in the range OC :.:.: b ;:.~ 180°, in the same ,my 
as in thc range 180 0 b 360:, for the de-excited machine, here and a180 
furthcr 011, it is sufficient to restrict ourselyps to the first range, this in itself 
determining the whole cour;;:e of the periodic function;;:. 

3,0,-------------------------------,---------. 

7(=.-26 

I ~= 0,0 I 
O'O-1I-::--------------'----___ '--_____ ~ 

0° 46° 900 i3jO iBO' 
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jlj ,------,------,------r-----, 

J(=-O'(l 1(= Q6 

20+---\---~-----~-r_--~--,--~r_-~ 

/J= 0,21 J 

!J !J~I----I__f-.----+_I ____ ---:-___ - __ 
bo 45:; 910~ i35 6 i8;}C 

Fig. 4-4 

3,0 -,------.,.-----,------------

I /3= (]'4 I 

1(=-0,6 

gloe 

Fig. 4-5 

')(=06 
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:0.------------.-----------,-----------,-----------~ 
K= 0,6 

cl -(3 = 0,6 
I (;,o -+------------+----------+-, ---------C----------' 

00 L5'° 90:) 735 0 ?8Ct:: 

Fig. 4-6 

F ,-----------.-----------,-----------,-----------~ 

~"-1--

X=-
I i3 =0,0 I 

, " -t--------P-:-r/<-Jf7":-/-p'-------!--- ________________ ----i 
{; 0-

cl -
D,O-<,~------'------t-----__;_----____; 

6= 
Fig. 4-7 
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Fi,!!. ,/-8 

!lD O 

Fig. -1-9 
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lV 4' -~-------------------------~~ 

= ~ D,D 

D,e ~~----------~----------~-------------------------, 
0° .ijO 9[;0 l35° l8G e 

Fig- 1-10 

The sene::' of figure~ ·1-7 to 4-10 giyes information about the course 
of the time-angle function;; T( 0) calculated by formula (4 - 32) for the yalues 
fJ and % enumerated in the foregoing. The greater the reluctance effect, the 
greater the difference between the time necessary for making the first and 
the second quarter turn and the more asymmetric the course of the eurye,. 
with any given yaIue % is. 

Naturally. the eurYes provide at the same time the demanded inyerse 
angle-time functions 6(7), too. The series of figures 4-11 to 4-14 illustrates 
the course of the required slip-time functions a( r) and clearly shows the 
influence of the different parameters fJ and %. \Vhen calculating the curyes, 
the ...-alues 6 = 0°, 15°, 30° ... 180 0 are substituted one by one into formulae 
(4-31) and (4-32), then on the basis of the determined values a and T, 

belonging to each angle the function a( r) could be plotted point by point. 
Here also, similarly to the former figures, the points corresponding to the 
above-mentioned values of the angle are marked by small circles. Consequently, 
on Figs. 4-11 ... 4-14 the series of points of the different curves a( c) 
belonging to the same angle and marked by circles, illustrate at the same 
time the course of the functions 6(r), too. 

The construction of the series of figure;;: 4--11 ... 4-14 was based 
011 the same values /3 and % as before. 
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2, 5 ~--------r--- X=-o,6~ ________ ~ ______ ~ 

0,0 1,----7+----.l+j-�---~1.;+='-il----:;J[ 
o 7;]( 2 4-

Fig. 4-11a 
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')C= 0,6 
25~--------,--------,--------------~~ 

I 
·20~J~--------r---------·~--------~------~ 

aD -L-----+--------i'------l---- -----..J 

o 
Fig. 4--110 

159 
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j(= -0,0 
2,5 +------'-----t-----fT------~ 

-0,5 

/,5+-----

0,5+---------j----------- -~-----i 

r --D,D-t-,--------+-----:-----
O iJ{ 17[ f"i 4 I 2 j , 

Fig . .J-l:!1l 



}( ={) 6 
~5~----------------------T-----------------~--~ 

0,5 
2,0~~----------------+---------------~~ 

],5-H.-\\------------+-----·------j-;~ 

05+-----------------~----------------~ 

r ---
o ~Ji J[ 

Fig . .J·-12b 

2 P('riodica Pol:"t(,l'hniea El. IY 3 .. 

161 
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n'"1I 
; 'I 

-05 

?,O+-------t------tt--r---"---1 

~.-I -01 / ,-, f'; 

rn,.,." ..... 1': = c: u 

i,j +----------t-ttH-

aD+,-------r------~------,'----~ 
o iF iF iF J( 

Fig. 4-131/ 
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2,5 I 

t 6 

2,0 

---.-----t-------..,,;;~_\_! 

i,D 

r ---
O,O-f,----.L-----+----~---__I 

o ~J[ J[ 

Fig. 4-13/1 

2* 
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25~------~--------+-----~rr------~ 

2'O-+-------+-------J~O~ 

~(},3 r 

I 
!. 5 ~-------------f__---__t+++_+_V'tti+'\_T_____i 

0,5 

, ----
QO+i--------~------~--------------~ 

o 171 4 Je 

Fig. 4-J.1(1 
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}(=O,6 

2,5~--------~--------T---------------~~ 

i 
ICl 
I 

2,O~-------------------r---------------~~~ 

i,O-4tTlr-------;---------t--------rrfft11,---l' 

(jm-------

OO~,---------~--------~----T_-----__, 

o 
Fig_ ,t-Ub 

1.][ 
4 

J( 
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4.6. The extreme and medium talues of the slip 

Fig. 4-15 summarizes the maximum Umax, the minimum Ull1in and the 
medium (fm yalues of the slip for the range 0 /3 0.6; -0.6 % 0.6 of the 
parameters. Among the three set of cun-es, for calculating the sets illustrating 
the two extreme values, firts of all the J"(·lation (4-31) has to he differentiated 
,dth respect to the angle: 

du 

ell) 

____ .--' ___ .... 2% sin 2c) (I - sin 26)_ 

(1 - % cos 2,))2 
(-1-33) 

Equalizing the deriYatiyc with zero, the fullo\\-ing equatiun may ]w obtained 
for the critical angle rh belonging to the extr(,IlH' Yalu('s: 

% 

Introducing thc notation If. 

easily lw ;;oh-ed: 

arc tg --. th(' aboye transeendent equation may 
L rJ 

cos (201: - Cl) = 

and 
1 

2 
arc cos -:-;::::0=::'=::'-" 

{J% 
- ~~-~--~ 

I % 
- -arctg-. 

2 ~ {J 

(-1-35) 

(4-36) 

Substituting the critical angle b" into Eq. (-1-31), the values of Ul11ax and 
(fll1in, respectively, may be determined (and from Eq. (-1-32) also the eritieal 
time r for which the extreme values arise, may be calculated). 

Finally the medium slip on the basis of Eq. (-1-24) may be obtained 
from the following relation 

1
'-1 ---;,-., 

(fm = - p-. ('1-37) 

Neither the value of (fmax, nor that of (fm in and um depends on the sign 
of %, consequently Fig. 4-15 is valid equally for % ~ O. 

:J.7. Change in the reaaire pOlfer 

The reactiYe po\rer (as well as the reactive current) may be judged by 
the aid of susceptance b (see clause 2.2). Consequently, for determining thcir 
course in time, the functions b(t) and s(t) mu:-! be substitutcd into expression 

U- 3). 
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2,5 +---~------ .---+----i---I'-I-fm 

2,f]-+---------t----if-I'-!-Jfitf---, 

0,5 
J,5+--

0
=,4==' +--~=---~~;L..-.-+--+--~ 

03 

03 

05 
0,5 06=/3! 

I i I 

'5: -sL t min- So 

! I 
I' I : co i 

::iC -' 
GO 07 Q2 Q3 

Fig. 4-1.5 
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To dprin' more gc-neral relations, let U8 di\ id,> throughout, this expression 

by -g and so from (4- 3): 

;((» = $5 lE(r)), (4-38) 
whc-re 

h 
'. 0, 

bs 0, (4-39) , / :::s 
!T !T 
~ ,., 

further. cOll,.:idering E(l'" (4 --5), (4-10), (4-15) and (4-29) 

.:'.L;(6) - fJ cos 26 - % a (6) sin 215. (4-40) 

The last expre""ion may be written, considering Eq. (4.-31), also as folIows: 

(Jcos20,% sin2o-p% 

1 - % cos 2r) 
(4--41) 

As shown in expression (4--38), the reactive power, the reactive current 
and the susceptance may be traced back to function'; consisting of a constant 
term .; s and a variablf' one 1 ;. The variable term L: is worthy of a detailed 
examination. 

On the basis of relations .:'1;(b) and O(T) already obtained, we han' 
after all the function .d;( T) characteristic of the time course of thc change 
in the reactiYe current, or power. 

The series of figures 4-16 to 4·-19 illustrates the course of functions 
. JE(T) for yalues ,3 = 0.0; 0.2; 0.4·: 0.6: and % = 0: 0.1: 0.2: 0.3; 0.4: 0.5; 0.6. 

Comparison of expressions (4-4.1) and (4.-34.) proyes, that \\·here 
1;(b) = 0, that is .J';(r) = 0, there a(b) and a(T) assume extreme values 

(at 6 = bk and T = r,J. In other words: in case of primitive approximation, 
when the change in the reactive power (or current) is zero, the slip has then an 
extreme value. 

4.8. JJean ra/ue of the reac/ire pOlrer 

The question arises, if the mean "alne ~m of function; deviates at all. and if so, to what 
an extent from the constant "alne ;5. Answer to this may be giyen by calculating the mean 
value ~m: 

[')oT :!;r 
1 . " l' I (0) :m = --';',-1 ;(wo /) d r'J" / = ---I ~((!)o /«(J») - ,~-- do. 

Wo 1 . 0)0 T • d r5 
o 0 

C:on-idering Eqs. (3-·t) and (-1.-23), morronr (4-29), after all 

;m .-
So 1"I~~t2 

:!_l 

(4-q 

(·t-I3) 
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_-\s the mean value of a con"tant equal" itself: ;Sm = ;S it is sufficient to caleulatl' the 
mean value of -1; by the aid of Eq. (-1--1:3). Let ll" start from pxpression (4--11): considering 
Eq. (4-31). tll(' integrand is 

U--14) 

IIl,;tead of calculating the integral. it i_" more practicable to expand in serie!'. fir"t the denom. 
inator (see e. g. [7. 8]).-

-===2==== \_{_ _ _ (_1 __ -'-_, _______ , __ ) sin 2 b _ 

(1-4:;) 

eo", /f t ('O~ 1'1 u ft -'- )' 

tit if 
:-:;in lit :-:in l'f :T (I -- l' (-1-46) 

. r eos,ut _"in 1't ilt -cc U • 

So finally 

-(1 (P) 
------'---- -,,----- %. 

I' 
(4--17) 

C' aturallv. staning fro m expression (4-~O) gin's tl1(' 5aJne result.) 
Aft;r all ~ 

'-----'--~---'--'- % • (-1-18) 

:31ultiplying the ahoYe relation (4-48) hy (-g). and eOl1"idering formula (4-15) 

(4-49) 

Hellre. for slllall values, (e. g. f3 < 0.5): 

eOIl;;equently 

(l-48') 

and 

(-1-49') 
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055-+----'---
<= (0,0) 

\""-" 

0,06610,9) 

{),54 -t----J..---'-----..:..-·---..:..------~-a 06 fi,Dj 
00 01 02 a3 04 05 ~5 07 

Fig. ·J-20 

Finally, Fig . .j.-20 shows as all example. assuming tl1f.' \'alues bs = O.S,±, bD 0.06 
the mean value bill in function of % with different \'alues g (i. e. different loads, torques). Fig. 
-~-20 pro\'es, that there is practically no differ€'llec between bm and bs. 

4.9. The time course of the stator current (or the apparent power) 

The stator current and the apparent po,,-er may be judged on the basis 
of the resultant admittance iJ or its absolute yalne y (see clause 2.2). For 
determining their time course, the function b(t) must be substituted into 
expression 

(4-50) 

Introducing the notation 

I) .If >0 (.1-51) 
g 
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7,0 +-------.-:-----+-----~;,..e:::---_\-__1 

)n-C--------------T------~~~--~ 
flU 

T -

and taking into account formula (4-38). from relation (4 50) 
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(4-52) 

From th(' aboye cxpre:-;::ion (4 - 52), substitu ting function il( r), the 

de8ired function Il( r), charactcri"tic of thf' :-tator current and of the apparen t 

power may be obtaine{l. As in addition to I} and '"' ;s mean:3 a new, third 
parameter. the general cour:3e of function If( r) could be illustrated unfortu

nately only by a high number of figures. Therefore. instead of doing thi~, 
merely two special ca,es ,,-ill be presented. 

As an example, by adopting the yalues b" = 0.5-1, % 0.5 and -g = 0.1: 
0.2; 0.3: 0.6, eOl'l'('sponding to different loads. assummg first bD = 0,06 and 
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then bD = 0.0, in Fig. '1-21 instead of I,(T) the course of Y(T) may be s('en 
at 011('e. The cun'es obtained are a proof of tlw reluC'tanee effpct heing hardly ef
fectiYe, espeeially in ca;,;c of greater loads (when -g is high"r). 

On th(' other hand, comparing the curves of Fig. 4-21 with the oscillo
grams obtained by meaSUl't'ment~ e. g. [2,3,4], it 111 ay he st ated that the calculated 
Clu·,'es are qualitatiYely of "imilar coursf' as the measured ones. Consequently. 
the primiti,'e linear approximation, though in a simplified form, giyes a 
eorrpct picture of the physical processC':::; occurring in asyuchrouous op('ration. 

Extending the conclu:::;ions, giyen at th(' end of c' ([lIse cl .6. it may be proyed 

that with primitive approximation, when the slip (s or u) attains an f'xtreuH' 
vahlt' at T = Th (and 1~ 0). then according to (4-,)2) ju,.;t 

I. e. (4 -53) 
. () \") b') .ijT,: = g- - s· 

4.10. Root-mean-square l'allle of the stator current (or the apparent pOKer) 

For heating the root-Illean-';lfuare value of the ('urrent is competent. In the presl'nt 
('<1,1' the root-mean-square value 

"',T 

!J2 (cvo t)dt (4-5,1) 

has to be calculated. Therefore fint of all the function 1/ will be integrated, according to 
(4-52) and (4-40) 

1)2 (cl) = 1 -;- ;::1; - 2;5 (fJ cos 2,) % a(b) sin 2b) 

..:... iP cos" 2b .. ,- fJ % a( b) "in ,j.b %" a2(,) sin" 26. 
(4-:;5) 

Applying the method described in clallse 4.7 to function r/, the integration may be realized 
in the six steps shown in Table 4,-1. 

a) 

b) 

c) 

Table 4-1 

woT 

[ (1 -'... ;~)d (')0 t = 1-;:1; 

o 

2:z: 

rr -/32 f' --9-- 2;5 % sin 2,) . db 
~7C , 

(I 



<1) 

e) 

f) 
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?,iO ,-----------------------,-----,----,------, 

0,6=-g 

, ~-c -i----------------,----,-----/'---i--:::-c:---'------; 

D,3 

i 

i /' 0,3 

f 

I It; ! 

C 7 02 0,3 0,4 0,5 0,6 ~ 

Fig. 4-2:: 

r (I~" 
2:; 

1-}---(_1 ---,,--
(1- p") 

2:r 

--,---:--.-- ,r j} % ,-ill -la . do cc, 0 

o 

2:r 

) "ill 20 

--::---'--.r %" 17(0) "in2 2<5 . db = 

o 

- cos 66 / % ) 

17') 
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J

' . 1 1 
( - - - .. - cos +0 -

:') 0") 
.. .. - -

sin 26 _.- ~ sin 60) 
o 

I ~ cos 2;> 
'1- n=:0 2 

- (.. ;;----) co".} b 

Thus, after takillg into account (4-55) and Table 4-1 : 

(I-56) 

- (1 rJ2) -1 

'\.5 a consecfuence of the three p, %, :; s parameter;. again only a "peeial case will be dealt 
\\·ith. In Fig. ·t-22, referring to Yalue" bs = 0.5,1, a" well as to bD 0.06 (full line) and to 
bD = 0.0 (dotted line). further on to - g 0.1: 0.2: 0 .. '): 0.6. first of all. to illustratt' the effect 
of % in function of the latter. the relati\'E' admittancc 

'!tif 1Jdf 

( ljdf)/),% =~: = C'leff~~i-.:_"o 

Inay he seen. In al1alogy to Fig. ~1-22. a.":'::,ull1illg 

'i if - ~ 

uo too great ('rrOT ()eellr~. 

5. Generalized linear approximations 

Thc primitive linear approximation discussed in the prcvious chapter 4 
may seem quite speeial. l;ndoubtedly, it has the great advantage, however, 
that thc phenomena taking place do not depend hut only on tKO parameters 
((3 and %), permitting a deep inspeetion into the physies of the ,-ariable slip 
and the influenee of the individual parameters, as it was shown, may easily 
he illustrated with sets of euryes. 

Present chapter discusses the more general eases of the linear approxi
mation. On the one hand, each of the clirect- and quadrature-axis admittance 
diagrams will he approximated b~- an obliquc straight line, starting from an 
arbitrary point and, on the other hand, also method of the pieeewise-linel1l' 
approximatioll will he introduced. 

While the preyiolls chapter -1 starting from the most simplt: cases turned 
to the more complicated ones, now chapter 5 starts from the most general 

case, later turning to some special ones. 
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5.1. The general case of the oblique straight line appro:rimatio71 

For the case the direct-axis and quadrature-axis admittance diagrams, 
respectiyely, are approximated by an oblique straight line of general positioll, 
conditions are shown in Fig. 5-l. 

The two vcctori' uf thc starting points are 

!ldO gdO ibd", 

.17 cO - gco - jb0 () • 

while the t'HI directional vcctors 

.Y Jl gdl - .ib,!l' 

.l7ql = gel ~ .ibql 

(where, according to Fig. 5 1. all constant::; at the right side 

(5 1) 

(5-2) 

So OIl the basis of Eqs. (5-1) and (5-2), the vectors approximating the direct
axis and the quadrature-axis admittance diagrams, respectively, (Fig. 5 -1): 

lId = lidO ~ sY,n = (- g,ft) -; sgdl) - .i(bdO s bdl ), 

Yq = YqO s.lfn g;u ~ SgQl) - j(b qO - s bqlL 

3 P('riot1i(';.1 Polytechll.ica El. IY, ~-L 

(5-3) 
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i. e. by 

in the present ease 

F. CS.·jKJ 

!Id gAS) jbd(s), 

!Jr! = gq(S) - jbis), 

gq(S) _·gqO-sgql': 
and (5-4) 

b,,(s) bdo - S bdl . 

bq(s) = blio - S bql . 

As may be seen, at the right side merely general linear expressions figure, 
proyicled none of the coefficients equal zero. It must be noted, that to avoid 
the indexes, chapter 4 adopted the more simple baD = ba, b"o = bq and 

gdl = k,., gql = k,! symbols. 
Considering Eqs. (5-3), the centre 'l'eetor 

_ 1 (_ 
.lis = :2 Yq 

and the difference 'l'eetor 

ai' well as its reflection about to the Teal axis. 1. e. the initial radius. 

Yeetor 

necessary for con~tructing the resultant admittance diagram 

iJ !JS-:-.i;D ej2j 

may be i'een in Fig. 5-l. 
The components of these yectors in the present case, taking into account 

(5-4), are 

1 
ets(s) - - - (u - et ) ;:, - 2 IOqO ' ;:,dL 

bs(s) 

and (5-5) 
1 
2 (gql gdl) s = - gDO S gDl ' 
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Subi'titution of the aboye expressions (5 5) into relation,.: (3-9), (3-1) 
and (3--10) no'" yields 

(5-6) 

and 

g gSn - S gsd gDI) -s gDl) cos 26 (b DO -5 brll) "1l1 26, (5-7) 

b (bsu -sbSl )- (b DO -.i/iDl)Coi'21)-(gDo-'-sgDl)5in2b. (5-8) 

Fig. 5-1 

It must be Ilott'tL that (5 6) may aho haye the following form 

where 
Yso = - gso - jbso ' 

YDO = 
and 

In Fig. 5 -.- 2 (gi"ing the same result as Fig. 5 -·1) the "ector" 

Ys = Yso -'- 5 YSl 

YD = !fDO - 5 Ym 
has been constructed on the basis of relations (5-10). 

3* 

(5-9) 

(5-10) 
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For applying the method sngge:,ted in chapter 3, first of all the: slip mtI.~t 

he expressed from EfI' (5 7): 

8(6) 
g LO eo!' 2b -- b Do sin 2r) 

-- . (.'1 11) 

As follows from formula (5 -11), the "lip now depend" instead of four con,;tan t" 

upon seyen ones. To reduce the number of parameters. introduction of :,ome 
:-ymhoh seems to he praetical. Let it he: 

'where g' O. if g (I al1<l g gSn 
Further 

gDo 

'where (to § (I. 1 grill § g:o and g' /' O. 
Further 

\I'here rio / 0, if hi,,, ~" lidO and g' <: O. 
And hesides 

where %1 § 0, if gdl § gel' 

And 

'where i.l :::> 0, If b,il ::> b"l' 
Finally 

where sb c---: 0 , if g' < 0 . 

(''i -12) 

11, , (.S-13) 

(.S 1-1 ) 

(5-1.'1) 

(5 16) 

(5-17) 

By notations (5-9) ... (5 1-1), Eq. (5-8) may be written as folIow:-

s(b) 

Let it he 

s() 1 -':",::0 cos 26- Po sin 2r) 

1 - %1 cos 2r) - ;'] "in 2r) 

Co = arc tg _~J 
~ Po 

(5 18) 

(5-19) 
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and 

(5-19) 
further 

and 5-20) 

Hence, eonsidering notations (5-13) '" (5-16), the fir"t equation 
of 19) and (5-20) may a1:-o be written in the following form 

! 
er 

1:' = arc to' _ 1::)22, 
o C b 

DO 
and (5-21) 

, bD1 are tg -, .. ,--, 
gDl 

On this principle the interpretation of angles E'l and Co may be seen III Fig. 
5-2. Cl is the angular cli:3placement of Yector S VDl as eompared with the 
positiye real axis, while co is the angular displacement of Yector VDO with 
respf'ct to the negatiye imaginary axis. It must be noted, that in case of 

gdl > g'll if bdl ~ b'll then Cl ~ 0, while in case of b</o > b"o if gdo ~ gqo then 
cn ~ O. 

Taking into account relations (J-19) and (5-20), (5-18) mav haye 
the following form 

s(r'J) (5-22) 

Ll't us introduce a new yariabh' for the angular displacement of the rotor, 
It,t it he 

(5-23) 

then eyidently 
215 - EO = 26' (5-24) 

and 
2,)' 2r5' - I', 

where c = Cl - Co- SO la",th: from (5-22): 

1 ~. ,)" -'(V) __ , - ,,111 ~U 
.'; u ~-~ ."io 

1 - %' cos (2(j' - E) 
(.:i -25) 

Expression (5-2J) ",eems to be quite similar to (4-26). Essential 
difference is not intro(luced, but hy angle c figuring in the denominator. 
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The fundamental integral now with the initial condition b~ = 0, i. e. 

in case of 60 = 
2 

I 
(!Jot = ---

s~ 

I - %' cos 
db', 

I - /3' si n 21)' 

i. e. after a trigonomctrical transformation and rf'arrangement 

,1' 

. 
o 

conseqUf'ntly 

0' 

L 

o 

rJ' 

%' 
I - sin E 

1-"1/ 

P 
I -- /3' sin 26' 

db' 

%' coSc' 
------- 2(1' cos 2b' 

2(3' 
1 

-.. db', 

arc tg 
1 -. [1' t g 6' 

%' cos E _ 
--_. - - In (1 - ('1' sin 26'). 
') .11 
-I) 

(5-26) 

The ahoH formula (5-26) is a generalization of formula (4-28); th!" 
similarity and disagreemf'nt bet,recn the t,,·o formulae is obyioll". 

:\' aturally, by substituting the relation (5 - 23) into function t( b') detf'r

mined by formula (5 -26), also the function t( b) may be determined, if required. 
By formulae (5-25) and (5-26) the wanted ::;;lip-time function s(t) is 

given in a parametric form through angle b' for the case of the oblique straight 
line approximation: further the inyersion of (5 -. 26) supplies the wantefl 
angle-time relation b'(t). Substituting the latter functions into expression:;; 
(5-6) and (5-8), respectiyely. considering Ef[. (5--23), tIlE' functions //(t) 
and b(t), respectiYcly, may he ohtained. 

Finally. substitution of the yalue b' = :2:r into the right siele of (5 - 26) 
yields the relation 

%/ 

1 - (1-]1'- r)':2) "in.': 
2:r ()' (5-27) 

s~ 
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for the period and 

(5 -28) 

1- (1- sin E' 

for the medium "lip. 

5.2. Some special cases 

In thc following only some special cases will he discllssed, when in for
mulae (5 - 25) and (5 - 26), respectively, an essential structural simplification 
may he achieyed. 

a) In tIlt' mo"t important spccial case C 0, i. e. Cl = co' This mean:" 
(Fig. 5-2) the Yectol's YDO and sYDl being perpendicular to one another, 
-" Ym leading. namely. with rc:-pect to Yector YDO' Then from Eq. (5-25) 

and from Eq. (5-26) 

"(0' ') ,1 - /3' sin 2r)' 
.' = So 

1 -;-:' co>' 2r)' 

1 - I)' tg r)' 

%~ I" I 

In (1 - P :-m 20 ). 
')0' 
-iJ 

(5 -29) 

(5-30) 

Consequently. with formulae (4-26) and (4-28) structurally identical expres
sions ari;::e. In thi;:: case all the results and diagrams of the primitive approxi
mation de;::cribed in chapter 4 may directly he applied. 

b) If C = ~ :T that i.5 Cl - Co = ..L:T. ;::0 Yector s!7 Dl is lagging hy 
90: with rpspect to Yector 77DO' then 

s'(D') 

and 

%' In (1 - /3' sin 26'). 
2(r 

(5-31) 

(5·-32) 

From this it he comes clear, that all results and diagrams of the primitiYe 
approximation descrihed in chapter 4 may furthcr he adopted, mcrely case 
%' '..." 0 must correspond to case % < o. 

c) The ca;::e 

2 
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is remarkablf', too. Thpll Eq!". (5-:25) and (5 :26) lH'CUIl1e ,·ay simple 

8'(6') = S,~ (5-33) 
and 

(5-34) 

that is, the slip is constant and the angle increases uniformly. 
This occurs evidently ifyo = 0, i. e. the circular diagram of the resultant 

admittance vector is reduced to a point. As condition Cl = co -means 
2 

the two components Yoo and s YOl of Yo being of opposite direction, condition 
;/ = /3' signifies the absolute value of the two components being equal. 

The condition Yo = 0 takes place either at any arbitrary slip s, or at 
a certain critical slip s". In the first case the straight lines of admittances 
Yd and Yq coincide, and for any arbitrary value g = const. the slip is always 
constant. (This occurs, if the rotor is symmetrical.) In the second case the 
straight lines of admittances yq and Yd intersect eaeh other at a certain point 
and just at the critical slip s". The straight line g comt. pass just through 
the point of intersection. 

cl) If 

:: 
:r 

2 
p' , 

so Yoo and s YOl are of opposite direction, but for all slips go 
Then from Eq. (5-25): 

I . ').v 
'(_") _ ,,_ - SIn ~'~ s u - .so 

I - ;-:' sin 2,)' 

and from Eq. (5-26) 

arc tg ., ___ c. __ >cc..... .. _ 

I - rJ' tg 6' 

o. 

(5-35 ) 

(5-36) 

e) If YDO = 0, i. e. the two, not congruent, straight lines start from the 
same point, then ao = 0, ;3 0 = 0 and (3' = 0, consequently from (5-25) 

s'( 6') 
I - ;-:' cos (26' - E) 

(5-37) 

Accordingly, substituting 
2,)' -I:. = 26" 
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yid(1" 

1 - %' co" 2r)" 
(5 38) 

The ::'tructurc of formula (5-38) i" in fnll agreemcnt with that of formllla 
(-1--11). In tllP following we ha"\"c to proceed further according to clause 4.2. 

f) If iJDl 0 (i. e. tIll' Yector" iJo and i7 [0 art> ahnty:;: of idpntical direction 

and magnitude, .1/0 = .?Iou for any slip). that is g[;l = 0 and bDl =--' ° so ;-:1 = 0_ 
i.) 0 and ,l = 0. tlwn from (.'i 25): 

s'(6') = sb (1 p' sin 26'). (5-39) 

As the structure of formulae (5- 39) and (4-16) IS identical. wc have 
to proccNl further on as in clause 4.3. 

5.3. Pieceu·ise-lil1ear approximation 

If the direct-axi,., or quadrature-axis admittance diagram (or both) are 
considerably curved, or the distance between the adjacent points of each 
curye essentially changes 'with the slip, the admittance diagram cannot be 
approximated by a :3ingle straight line, hut it must be approximated with 
t·wo, or more straight sections. Each straight section is starting from an 
arhitrary point, where already the slip s 0, but S = Si and is ending at a 
point belonging to a certain yalne s = Se' 

Accorclingly, introducing the symbol .Is = S Si a relation similar 
to Eq. (5-6) may he established for the range Si S .,: Se i. e. for the range 
O· .ds < s .• - Si: 

Introducing the notations 

bso '-:'" Si bEl = b~o, 

bDO - s, bDl bDt)· 

(5- 40) may al:,o hayc the following form: 

.Y = (- gso'-:'" sgsJ j(b'so - S bsI)-

[( - gDO - sgDl) - j(b'oo - s bD1)) ej2,\, 

(5-·10) 

(5 -4.1) 

(5 -(12) 
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or resoh-ing into compon('nt~: 

G- _ a ( 
, 

l:!- I:'SO sin 26 , (5 - 43) 

b 

A::: it follows from the aforesaid, the expressions (5-42), (5-43), (5-44) 
have exactly the same form as (5-6), (5- 7), (5-8). Consequently we suc
ceeded in tracing back the formulae of the piec('wis('-linear approximation to 
those of th(' approxImation by oblique stra-ight lines, so the proeedur(' described 
in clause 5.1 may be repeaHd step-by-step in th(' following (m ('rely at starting 
Eq. (5- cH) mllst be tak('n into account). 

Approximating by seY('ral sections, th(' final ~lip s" of the pr(',-ions 
section naturally means the initial slip Si of the conseeutiy(' section. As for 
each scction th(' numerieal yalu(' of the constants figuring in the formula(' 
hay(' to be d('tnminecl repeatf>dly, the calculating \1-01'];: inereas('s with the 

11 umber of the section;;;. 
A comparison of the results obtained -with the pieeewise-linear approxi

mation and the data of measurements will be found f0r a eertain case later 
on (in clause 8.5 of chapter 8). 

SUIllmary 

Thi,. paper presents the result of applying the gencral theoretical me rhod suggested in 
the foregoing [1] in connection with the a;ynchronou; operation of turbo-generator; for the 
most simple case, when the direct-axis and quadrature-axis admittanee diagram is approximat
ed by onc or more straight lines . 

. In case of the gelle;alized linear approximation the slip-angle function may be calrulatcd 
hy Eq. (5-22), or (5-25), the time-angle function. however. by Eq. (5-26). The same for
mulas may be adopted for the piecewise-linear approximation. too. 

In ease of the primitive liuear approximation. the slip-angle function may be determined 
by Eq. (4-26), while the time-angle function hy Eq. (-t.-28). For the latter case set, of curve,. 
are constructed to dell1oJl,.trate the effect of tht' competent parameter,.. 
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